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To avoid brittle fracture and plastic yielding of steel beam-to-column connections under
earthquakes, a new beam-to-column connection of steel structures with all-steel buckling
restrained braces (BRBs) is proposed. The all-steel BRB is connected to the steel beam
and column members through pins to form a new connection system. Taking the
T-shaped beam-to-column connection steel structure as the research object, two
structural types with an all-steel BRB installed on one side (S-type) and two sides
(D-type) are considered. Theoretical equations of the connection system’s initial
stiffness and yield load are derived through the mechanical models. The yield load,
main strain distribution, energy dissipation, and stiffness of the connection system are
investigated through quasi-static tests to verify the connection system’s seismic
performance. The tests revealed that the proposed new connection system is capable
of achieving a stable hysteresis behavior. At the end of loading, the beam and column
members are not damaged, and the plastic deformation is concentrated in the plastic
energy dissipating replaceable BRB, and the beam and column basically remain elastic.
The proposed equations approximately estimated the load response of the proposed
connection system. The results show that the damage mode of this new connection
system under seismic loading is BRB yielding, with an elastic response from the beam-
column members.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Earthquakes are a critical reason for structural damage and collapse, and the structural responses
under seismic loads are complex and diverse (Li et al., 2016; Xie and Qu, 2016; Chen et al., 2021a;
Chen et al., 2021b). In the Northridge earthquake in the United States in 1994 and the Hanshin Awaji
earthquake in Japan in 1995, many brittle fractures occurred in the beam-to-column connections of
traditional steel frames, which seriously threatened the overall threat stability of the structure (Li
et al., 1998). After that, research on steel structure beam-to-column connections has been extensively
carried out. Among them, the reduced beam section moment connections and the reinforced
moment connections are both moved outwardly through plastic hinges, using sacrificial yielding at
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beam ends to dissipate dynamic response energy (Han et al., 2011;
Sherven and Maryam, 2012; Tsavdaridis et al., 2012; Erfani et al.,
2016; Liu et al., 2017; Shi et al., 2017). However, repairing the
plastic damage in steel beams results in the disruption of the
building function and expensive repair costs (Qu et al., 2017;
Chen. et al., 2021c).

In recent years, a new type of connection system has attracted
the attention of many scholars. This connection combines the
damper with the beam-column connection. It uses the excellent
energy dissipation capacity of the damper, which can not only
achieve the effect of damping but also realize the rapid repair of
the structural system after the earthquake. For example,

Tomokazu and Masamichi (2004) proposed a welded reduced
beam-to-column moment connection with the damper, and
Koetaka et al. (2005) suggested a new type of moment
connection with a π shaped metal damper. Liu (2008)
conducted a numerical simulation and experimental
comparative study on prestressed fabricated concrete frame
beam-column connections with new lead dampers. Mander
et al. (2009) proposed a new moment connection with the
prestressed lead extrusion damper. Wu Z. P et al. (2020)
proposed a PC frame structure system with sector lead-
viscoelastic damper (SLVD), in which the SLVD not only
protects the wet connection but also absorbs input energy in

FIGURE 1 | Construction of proposed beam-to-column connection.

FIGURE 2 | Force transfer models.
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earthquakes. Chen. et al. (2021d) reinforced the brick-wood
structure with the purlin roof by installing the damping-limit
devices at the overlap connection of gables and wooden purlins.
Li et al. (2021) proposed a novel beam-column connection using a
metallic damper that was easy to be assembled and disassembled,
and the plastic damage of the beam-column connections was
concentrated in the metallic damper. It should be noted that the
viscoelastic dampers exhibit significant temperature dependence,
and the energy dissipation performance of the dampers degrades
severely when the temperature increases.

Among the existing dampers, the metal damper is one of the
most effective and economical energy dissipation mechanisms
(Oh et al., 2009). As a kind of metal damper, BRBs make full use
of the hysteretic energy dissipation capacity of steel and have
excellent seismic performance, which makes BRBs robust options
for a diversity of applications in seismic regions (Guo et al., 2016;
Alexander et al., 2019; Mohamad and Seyed, 2020; Wu C. X et al.,
2020). Because it does not need to be filled with mortar and
concrete, all-steel BRBs are considered lightweight, and they are
easier and faster to manufacture, transport, install, inspect,
disassemble, and replace (Hamid and Shahrokh, 2017). Suita
et al. (2003); Chou et al. (2004); Byakuno et al. (2004);
Terashima et al. (2007) put forward a type of bolted beam to
column connections with buckling restrained knee brace
dampers and carried out a series of analyses and research on
its mechanical properties. The dampers they chose use I-beam
steel plates as the energy dissipation inner core, which has a
simple structure, but its flexural stiffness is minor, so it is not the
optimal structure form.

To avoid brittle fracture and plastic yielding of steel beam-to-
column connections under earthquakes, a new type of connection
system that adopts the mechanical connection equipped with the
new all-steel BRB as the beam-to-column connection is proposed
in this study. The introduction of a new all-steel BRB with a
cruciform-section inner core in beam-column connections can
improve the seismic performance of the structure and easy to
repair after an earthquake. In this paper, the connection’s
structural form and mechanical properties are discussed, and
the quasi-static tests are conducted on the joint specimens of two
structural forms. The primary purpose is to verify that the new
connection has an energy dissipation capacity and lays the
foundation for the subsequent improvement and development
of the structure. At the same time, the mechanical behavior of the
whole connection system is also theoretically evaluated, and a
mathematical model is established to provide stiffness and yield
load prediction.

2 CONFIGURATION AND MECHANICAL
BEHAVIOR

2.1 Connection Configuration
The new connection system comprises an H-shaped steel beam,
an H-shaped steel column, connecting angle steel, and BRB. In
the existing beam-column connection, with the help of the full
bolt connection form of arranging the angle steel at the beam
flange, the initial defects caused by welding can be effectively
avoided. Moreover, the connection’s bearing and deformation

FIGURE 3 | Structural deformation mechanism.

TABLE 1 | Material properties.

Yield stress (N/mm2) Ultimate stress (N/mm2) Elasticity modulus (MPa)

BRB 306 475 2.06×105
End couplers of BRB 384.31 543.28 2.08×105
Beam, column and angle steels 417 602 2.09×105
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capacity can be effectively improved. The new BRB used to
absorb energy is connected to the mainframe by pins. By
replacing the damaged BRB, the post-earthquake connection
repair can be done conveniently. Seismic damage shall be
limited to energy-absorbing elements with great hysteretic
characteristics and not transmitted to mainframes, such as
beams and columns.

Figure 1 shows the new connection proposed in this study.
One side flange of the beam connects to the column flange
through the angle steel and high-strength bolts, which are
used as the rotation center of the beam end. As the leading
energy dissipation member, the BRB bears the axial force of
tension and compression and ensures beam and column
members are always in the elastic stage. Compared with the
axial bracing structure, the structural form created by placing the
BRB near the column-beam connection meets the requirements
of buildings with large openings easier. Only a BRB is set on the
right side of the beam (the side without the angle steel
connection). This structure is called S-type beam-to-column
connection, which is suitable for the internal connection of a
building (Figure 1A). The BRBs are set on both sides of the beam.
This structure is called a D-type beam-to-column

connection—suitable for the core area and surrounding area of
the building (Figure 1B).

2.2 Connection Mechanical Model
2.2.1 Yield Load
Figure 2 shows the force transfer of the new connection system.
Points A and C indicate that the connection between BRB and the
flange of the column is connected by pins. Points D and E indicate
that the connection between BRB and the flange of the beam is
also connected by pins. When the beam end is acted by horizontal
force Fb, the forces at each critical point of the connection are
transmitted along the arrow direction. The forces at points D and
E are balanced by the forces at points A and C. The axial load of
the BRB is recorded as Ny. The yield of the connection system is
defined only as the BRBs undergo plastic deformation, and the
beam and column remain elastic.

Yield load of S-type connection:

Fb � hb + hd
lb

· Sinα ·Ny (1)

Where: lb—length of beam.
hb—height of beam

FIGURE 4 | Connection system construction details. Quasi-static test device and measurement scheme.
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hd—distance between BRB lower end connecter and beam
bottom end. α—Angle between BRB and column flange.

Yield load of D-type connection:

Fb � 2hd + hb
lb

· Sinα ·Ny (2)

2.2.2 Initial Stiffness
The ideal failure mode of the new connection system is that the BRB
yields before the beam and column and uses its great hysteretic
performance to absorb energy. When the connection reaches the
ultimate displacement angle, the main components, such as beams
and columns, do not yield. The deformation of the new connection
system is mainly composed of the plastic deformation of the BRB.
Among them, the BRB achieves the purpose of energy dissipation by

FIGURE 4 | (Continued)

FIGURE 5 | Test-setup.
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yielding deformation of the inner core and restraining the inner core
by the outer tube to prevent its buckling failure. It can be seen that the
plastic deformation of BRB is mainly concentrated in the inner core;
therefore, the connection rotation can be simplified into a geometric
model, as shown in Figure 3.

In the S-type connection, the stiffness, K1, provided by the
deformation of the BRB can be obtained from the relationship
between the beam end displacement and the deformation of a
single BRB:

K1 � EA · ld(hd + hb)
lb · l · Sinα · Cosα · θ (3)

Where: l—length of BRB.

ld—distance between BRB upper connecter and beam bottom.
E—elastic modulus of BRB inner core.
A—sectional area of BRB inner core
θ—Rotation angle of beam.
In the D-type connection, the stiffness, K2, provided by the

deformation of BRBs can be obtained from the relationship between
the beam end displacement and the deformation of double BRBs:

K2 � EA · ld(2hd + hb)
lb · l · Sinα · Cosα · θ (4)

3 MECHANICAL PROPERTY TEST

3.1 Test Specimens
To confirm the mechanical properties of the new connection system,
quasi-static tests under cyclic loading were carried out. A total of two
beam-column connection specimenswere conducted. The specimens
were T-connections composed of H-shaped steel beams, H-shaped
steel columns, and BRBs. The column was H300 × 300×16 × 16, and
the beam was H150 × 150×12 × 12. One side of the beam was
connected to the column flange by angle steel. To facilitate
installation and disassembly, the BRB was connected to the
connecting plate on the beam-column flange with pins, and the
connecting plate was connected to the beam-column flange with
M20 high-strength bolts. This structure can efficiently achieve post-
earthquake repair and adapt to the installation conditions of various
BRBs by replacing different connecting plates. In order to ensure the
force transmission of beam-column connections, stiffenerswere set at
the corresponding positions of beam-column flanges. Q345 grade
steel was used for beam and column specimens, andQ235 grade steel
was used for BRB specimens. Table 1 summarizes the mechanical
properties of these steel materials.

FIGURE 6 | Position of strain gauges.

FIGURE 7 | Loading protocol.
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The BRB was composed of a cruciform-section inner core, a
round inner tube, a square outer tube, and end connectors. The
form of double constraints of inner and outer tubes can better

provide constraints for the inner core, preventing its buckling
failure, which can improve the energy dissipation capacity of
the brace. The detailed structure of the BRB is shown in

FIGURE 8 | Hysteresis curve.

FIGURE 9 | Experimental and theoretical skeleton curves.

TABLE 2 | Comparison between experimental result and analytical result.

Specimens Initial stiffness (kN/mm) Yield load (kN) Inaccuracy

Initial stiffness (%) Yield load (%)

S-type Theory 4.99 26.79 3.3 9.75
Test 4.83 29.68

D-type Theory 8.87 47.63 13.7 5.03
Test 7.8 50.16
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Figures 4A–C. The inner core is placed in the round tube, the
square tube is sleeved on the outermost layer, and the inner
tube is fixed by drilling and welding four M16 screen bolts on
the outer tube. Figures 4D–G show the connection and BRB
dimensions.

In this test, a hydraulic actuator with a maximum loading
pressure of 150 tons and a tensile force of 70 tons was selected for
loading. Using a lying T beam-column frame, the actuator was
loaded at the top right flange of the beam. The BRB was hinged
with the beam-column frame through connecting plates and pins.
The lower flange of the specimen column was connected to the
hinge support through bolts, and the hinge support was fixed on
the test ground beam to control the out-of-plane deformation of
the specimen. The whole experimental device is shown in
Figure 5A.

The primary data measured in this test were beam end force,
beam end displacement, brace deformation length, and brace
axial strain. The layout scheme of the displacement meter is
shown in Figure 5B. Among them, the displacement length of the
brace was obtained by arranging a displacement meter with a
range of ±25 mm. One end of the displacement meter was
connected to the end connecter of the brace, and one end was
placed on a fixed support (the support will never contact the
experimental body during the experiment to avoid the shaking of
the experimental body affecting its reading). The displacement
meter was parallel to the brace as a whole, one at the front and one
at the back (left displacement meters D5 and D6, right
displacement meters D3 and D4). The deformation
displacement of the brace was obtained by averaging the
readings of two displacement meters to make it more accurate.

FIGURE 10 | Compression strain distribution.
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The displacement and load at the beam end can be measured
directly by the electro-hydraulic servo system. The displacement
generated by the hydraulic actuator running to the left is defined
as positive displacement and to the right as negative
displacement. In order to analyze and verify the energy
dissipation effect of BRB in the new connection, strain gauges
were arranged on the inner core, inner tube, and outer tube of
four sections (Figure 6).

3.2 Test Loading System
In this test, the quasi-static test of low cycle reciprocating cyclic
loading was carried out by displacement control. Control
displacement (δ) is the difference between the displacement at
the top loading of the beam and the bottom of the beam. That is
the difference between the horizontal displacement of the D1 and
D2 displacement meters in Figure 5B. The interlayer

displacement angles were 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, and 0.04,
which loaded twice, and the beam rotation angle (θ � δ/lb, lb)
is the height from the bottom of the beam to the loading position.
The test loading conditions are shown in Figure 7.

4 TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Hysteretic Properties of Specimens
Figure 8 shows the load rotation angle hysteretic curve of S-type
and D-type connections, where F is the horizontal load on the
beam top, and θ is the corresponding beam rotation angle. As
shown in Figure 8, the hysteretic curves of both specimens are
spindle-shaped, indicating that they have a great energy
absorption capacity and stable hysteretic performance. At the
initial loading stage, the specimen is in the elastic stage, the

FIGURE 11 | Specimens hysteresis energy dissipation-displacement curve.

FIGURE 12 | Equivalent viscous damping coefficient curve of the
specimens.

FIGURE 13 | Comparison curves for effective stiffness of specimens.
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change of load rotation angle is basically linear, and the area
surrounded by the hysteresis loop is minimal. With the increase
of working conditions, the hysteretic curve becomes full and
shows great energy consumption characteristics because the inner
core of the BRB yields. Due to the restraint of the inner and outer
tubes, the inner core will continue to deform without buckling
failure to absorb energy better. Under the same loading
amplitude, the hysteretic curves of each cycle basically
coincide, so it can be seen that the specimen has no strength
degradation under cyclic load.

The hysteretic curve of the S-type has a slight load fluctuation
but no significant influence on the overall hysteretic performance.
This was caused by the friction between the inner core and the
inner tube after compression deformation. At the same time, the
sliding of the high-strength bolt after stress would also have a
certain impact on the load stability. The hysteretic curve of the
D-type is fuller than that of the S-connection, which shows that
the structure of setting damping on both sides of the beam flange
can make the new connection system have more substantial
energy dissipation capacity.

The skeleton curves of the S-type and D-type connections are
shown in Figure 9. According to the theoretical model above, the
connection theoretical skeleton curve is drawn and compared
with the test results (Table 2). The average error of the
comparison is only 7.945%, indicating that the theoretical
model has high accuracy. At the initial loading stage, the
skeleton curve is essentially a straight line, and the specimen is
in the elastic stage. When the specimen enters the yield stage, the
slope of the skeleton curve decreases continuously, and the
deformation develops faster than the load. According to the
skeleton curves of the two specimens, under the same
displacement, the negative load is slightly larger than the
positive load, which is due to friction generated by contact
with the inner tube wall after the compression deformation of
the inner core of the BRB. Because there was an angle steel
connection on the left side of the beam flange, the positive and
negative forces of the D-type were also asymmetric, and the
deformation of the left BRB was less than that of the right. It is
worth noting that the yield load of the D-type is not twice that of
the S type because the angle steels absorb part of the load. This is
also taken into account in the theoretical yield load.

4.2 Strain Analysis
After the quasi-static test of reciprocating loading, the beam and
columnmembers of the S-type and D-type connections remained
elastic. Therefore, this section only analyzes the axial strain
response of the BRB which is a energy dissipation element.
Figure 10 shows the distribution proportion of the
compressive strain of the BRB; the abscissa represents the
rotation angle of the beam, and the ordinate represents the
relative strain proportion of the inner core, round inner tube,
and square outer tube under each working condition. All strain
data were obtained from the average value measured by the strain
gauge in Section 2 (Figure 6). When the rotation angle was
within 0.00398, the inner cores of the three braces yielded. As
shown in the figure, when the rotation angle of the two
connections was 0.01, the strain of the inner core of the brace

reached 90%, indicating that the brace still has stable plastic
deformation ability after yield. When loading was continued, the
inner core was continuously deformed and squeezed into the
inner tube, so the strain proportion of the inner tube and the
outer tube became larger. When the beam’s rotation angle reaches
the maximum of 0.04, the total compressive strain of the inner
tube and the outer tube did not exceed 25%. That is, the principal
strains were concentrated in the inner core. It shows that the
inner core, as the main load-bearing component, absorbs energy
through deformation, which verifies the energy dissipation
capacity of the BRB.

When comparing Figures 10B,C, it can be seen that in the
D-type connection, the compression strain ratio of the inner and
outer tubes of the left BRB is significantly less than that of the
right BRB. The left angle’s presence causes the beam’s rotation
point to be biased to the left, which makes the deformation of the
right BRB larger than the left for the same beam rotation angle.
Therefore, the BRBs on both sides of the connection will improve
the connection’s energy dissipation capacity and ductility
through mutual coupling and interaction rather than the
superposition of two braces.

4.3 Energy Consumption Analysis
The energy dissipation capacity is an important index to evaluate
the seismic performance of structural systems or specimens. In
this paper, the energy dissipation capacity of the specimen is
qualitatively studied through the total hysteretic energy
dissipation index and equivalent viscous damping coefficient
under each cycle condition.

The total hysteretic energy consumption is obtained by
calculating the area surrounded by the hysteretic loop under
each working condition (Figure 11). After comparing the total
energy consumption of the S-type and D-type, it can be seen that
the new connection system has a desirable dissipation
performance, and the D-type has a stronger energy absorption
capacity than the S-type. BRBs play a minor role in small
deformations, which mainly enhances the stiffness of
connections. When the deformation is large, it shows a stable
energy dissipation effect until the end of loading.

Equivalent viscous damping coefficient (GB 50011-2010,
2010) can be determined based on

he � ED

2π · (ES1 + ES2) (5)

Where ED is the energy contained in the hysteresis loop under
each displacement amplitude, ES1 is the area surrounded by the
secant stiffness at the maximum positive displacement, and ES2 is
the area surrounded by the secant stiffness at the maximum
negative displacement. Calculations were made according to the
data of the second cycle hysteretic curve under various working
conditions.

Figure 12 shows that the equivalent viscous damping
coefficient of the two specimens increases with the increase of
displacement, indicating that the energy consumption level of the
test piece increases with loading. The equivalent viscous damping
coefficient of the S-type specimen before the rotation angle of 0.01
is greater than that of the D-type specimen, but the subsequent
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growth rate is much lower than that of the D-type specimen. At
the same time, when θ is 0.02, he of the D-type specimen is greater
than 0.4. When θ is 0.03, he of the S-type specimen is greater than
0.4. Therefore, it can be seen that the energy dissipation capacity
of the D-type specimen is stronger and stabler than that of the
S-type specimen. It also shows that the new connection system
with new BRBs has a desirable energy dissipation performance.

4.4 Effective Stiffness
During the specimen loading process, the connection stiffness
gradually degrades with the increasing displacement, which can
be expressed by the effective stiffness, based on ,

k � |+Fi| + |−Fi|
|+xi| + |−xi| (6)

Fi is the load value of the loading peak point under the ith
working condition, and xi is the displacement value of the loading
peak point under the ith working condition.

The effective stiffness of the test piece is shown in Figure 13.
Both curves decreased rapidly in the early stage, making them
sharp and steep. In the later stage, the decline was slow, resulting
in gradual and soft curves. It shows that the initial load is small,
the BRB has little effect, and the stiffness degenerates quickly. In
the later stage of loading, the inner core of the yielding brace
enters the plastic energy dissipation stage under the constraints of
the circular tube and the outer tube, and the effective stiffness of
the connection decreases slowly and steadily. Through
comparison, it can be seen that the effective stiffness of the
D-type specimen under each working condition is higher than
that of the S-type specimen, meaning that BRBs have an obvious
effect on improving the stiffness of connections.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new type of beam-to-column connection of steel
structures with all-steel BRBs, a great deformation capacity, and is
easy to repair after an earthquake is proposed. The BRB is an
energy-dissipating element connected to the H-shaped steel beam
and H-shaped steel column with pins. To verify the energy
dissipation capacity of the connection system, quasi-static tests
were carried out on the S-type and D-type connections. The key
conclusions are noted below.

1 The new connection system has stable hysteretic performance
and a high energy absorption capacity. The D-type’s energy

dissipation performance is better than the S-type because of the
proper arrangement of double BRBs.

2 The mechanical model used in this paper has high accuracy.
The theoretical solutions of the initial stiffness and yield
strength are in great agreement with the experimental
results, which can be effectively used to evaluate the
mechanical behavior of the new connection system.

3 In the cyclic loading test, when the displacement rotation angle
is large, the plastic deformation was generated only in BRBs
while the column and beam members remained elastic.

4 The energy dissipation capacity of the BRB is verified by
analyzing the proportion of compressive strain of the inner
core, inner tube, and outer tube in each BRB member. BRBs set
on both sides of the connection will exert energy dissipation
through mutual coupling; therefore, the mechanical properties
of the D-type connections cannot be simply regarded as the
superposition of two S-type connections.

5 This paper has verified that the proposed new connection
system has a great energy dissipation capacity. Further studies
are necessary for a more comprehensive assessment of the
seismic performance of the structural system.
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